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Monthly Spam Landscape

Economy, economy, economy … it’s on the minds of many, including spammers who con-
tinue to use the economy as a ruse to deliver their messages. Spam levels averaged in at 
76.4 percent of all messages in October 2008. This spam level represents a year on year 
increase of nearly six percent since October 2007, but a decrease since the 80 percent level 
in August this year.

The following headlines highlight the trends discussed in the November 2008 report:   

• “It’s the economy, stupid” 

• The Election Continues to be Used in Spam Campaigns

• Rise in Image Spam Linked to Phishing Scams

• Lottery Scam, Sister to 419 Spam, Continues in October 

• Obfuscated URL Attack Targeting German-Speaking Domains

• The Holidays Are Coming:  ‘Tis the Season For Spam

Percentages of E-mail Identified as Spam

Defined:

Worldwide Internet Mail Gateway Spam Percentage represents the number of messages 
that were processed and classified as spam versus the total number of messages processed 
when scanned at the mail gateway. This metric represents SMTP layer filtering and does not 
include the volumes of e-mail detected at the network layer.

Internet E-mail Spam Percentage

A trend line has been added to demonstrate a 7-day moving average.
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Global Spam Categories

Defined:

Spam category data is collected from classifications on messages passing through the 
Symantec Probe Network.

Global Spam Categories Last 30 Days
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Category Definitions

•  Products E-mail attacks offering or advertising general goods and services.  Examples: 
devices, investigation services, clothing, makeup

•  Adult E-mail attacks containing or referring to products or services intended for persons 
above the age of 18, often offensive or inappropriate.  Examples: porn, personal ads, 
relationship advice

•  Financial E-mail attacks that contain references or offers related to money, the stock 
market or other financial “opportunities.”  Examples: investments, credit reports,  
real estate, loans

•  Scams E-mail attacks recognized as fraudulent, intentionally misguiding, or known to 
result in fraudulent activity on the part of the sender.  Examples: Nigerian investment, 
pyramid schemes, chain letters

•  Health E-mail attacks offering or advertising health-related products and services.   
Examples: pharmaceuticals, medical treatments, herbal remedies

•  Fraud E-mail attacks that appear to be from a well-known company, but are not. Also 
known as “brand spoofing” or “phishing,” these messages are often used to trick users 
into revealing personal information such as E-mail address, financial information and 
passwords.  Examples: account notification, credit card verification, billing updates

•  Leisure E-mail attacks offering or advertising prizes, awards, or discounted leisure  
activities.  Examples: vacation offers, online casinos, games

•  Internet E-mail attacks specifically offering or advertising Internet or computer-related 
goods and services.  Examples: web hosting, web design, spamware

•  Political Messages advertising a political candidate’s campaign, offers to donate money 
to a political party or political cause, offers for products related to a political figure/cam-
paign, etc.  Examples: political party, elections, donations

•  Spiritual E-mail attacks with information pertaining to religious or spiritual evangeliza-
tion and/or services.  Examples: psychics, astrology, organized religion, outreach 

• Other E-mails attacks not pertaining to any other category.
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Regions of Origin

Defined:

Region of origin represents the percentage of spam messages reported coming from certain 
regions and countries in the last 30 days.
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“It’s the economy, stupid” 

“It’s the economy, stupid” was a phrase coined during Bill Clinton’s 1992 presidential cam-
paign bid against George H.W. Bush. Spammers are swarming around the current economic 
concerns using it as a vehicle for their spam attacks. The recent economic bailout package 
and interest rate cuts have allowed spammers to step up their efforts on this type of attack. 

In October, Symantec observed a spam attack that contained a message claiming to come 
from U.S. Treasury Secretary, Henry Paulson. The message suggested that Paulson had been 
instructed by the United Nations to “wire a sum of $1m into your Bank Account in a Legal 
way.” However, in order to claim the money the recipient was asked to provide personal 
details. In a weak attempt to sound legitimate, the email begins by providing personal infor-
mation about Paulson.
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As part of the economic aid package, the US Congress has temporarily increased FDIC 
deposit insurance from $100,000 to $250,000 per depositor through December 31, 2009. 
With the increased public attention paid to the FDIC, Symantec observed a new spam at-
tack during October purporting to originate from the FDIC. The spam message claimed that 
“funds wired into your account are stolen.” Recipients are asked to check their account 
statement which the message claims has been attached to the email. Victims who opened 
the attachment were exposed to malware.
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The Election Continues to be Used in Spam Campaigns 
With the U.S. presidential election looming, it is no surprise that spammers have used presi-
dential election content in their spam campaigns. In October 2008, Symantec continued to 
see presidential gift card spam. Recipients were asked to complete a survey on the election 
with the promise of receiving a free gift card. This gift card spam attack has been used to 
harvest personal information. 

One of the new election-related spam attacks observed in October has been dubbed by 
spammers as a “Barackumentary.” Spammers offered a free DVD about Barack Obama; 
however, in order to receive this “free” video, recipients were asked to provide personal 
credit card details to the sender.
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Rise in Image Spam Linked to Phishing Scams
The connection between a recent rise in image spam and phishing spam also emerged in 
October 2008.

Symantec defines image spam as an unsolicited message containing an image in the body. 
Image spam reached a peak of 52 percent of all spam in January 2007. In September 
2008, image spam averaged 2 percent of all spam, but in October 2008, this increased to 
9 percent. A direct correlation can be made between the increase in image spam and the 
increase in phishing attacks that contain financial institution logos during October.
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The file size of image spam messages can put a strain on email infrastructure if not man-
aged properly. Nearly 92 percent of image spam monitored in the last 30 days had an
average size of between 5-50Kb. When you consider spam messages in total over the last
thirty days, only 16 percent fall into the 5-50Kb with the majority (79 percent) of messages
falling into the 2-5Kb range.

 
Image spam - average message size last 30 days

All spam average message size - last 30 days
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Lottery Scam, Sister to 419 Spam, Continues in October
Lottery scam, closely related to Nigerian or 419 spam, continued in October. Two notable 
lottery scams were observed by Symantec in October 2008. The FIFA World Cup which 
opens in South Africa in 2010 was targeted in one scam. This lottery scam message claimed 
that in conjunction with the South Africa 2010 World Cup organizing committee, a drawing 
had taken place, and the “lucky” email recipient won a jackpot of $USD 800K. In order to 
claim the prize, the email recipient is instructed to contact a paying agent and provide them 
with their personal information. 
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Also observed this month was a lottery scam message relating to the 2012 Olympic Games 
in London. Despite being four years away, the lottery scam email claims that the recipi-
ent has won £950k. The recipient is also asked to contact the paying agent to claim their 
money.
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Obfuscated URL Attack Targeting German-Speaking Domains

During September 2008, Symantec observed a large volume attack targeted at German 
domains. Many of the messages used an obfuscation technique in the URL, inserting spaces 
in an attempt to get past URL-based filters. 

The messages contained sexually explicit text before inviting the user to type the Web site 
URL directly into their browser. The messages also contained random text in English in an 
attempt to randomize the messages to try and get it past spam filters.
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The Holidays are Coming: ‘Tis the Season For Spam

With the 2008 holiday season approaching, spammers are once again taking a seasonal 
spam angle and using email to tout such wares as pharmaceutical, product and casino 
spam.


